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Australians are a sensible lot. The Government asks
us to lock down, stay home, wash our hands and
reduce socialisation. So, what’s new for a pygmy
breeder?  It was supposed to be a hardship but
breeders have communicated to me that life has not
changed for those on the land and with little Pygmys,
to creatively pass away the time.  Yet another
situation when these little bouncing bundles can keep
humans mentally and physically well. 
 
Autumn and early Winter is the natural goat breeding
period. Days are decreasing in length and nights are
cool, good indicators for does to cycle and tell us
about it as they scream their intensions over the next
24 to 36 hours. Take care to write
down breedings and dates into diaries or on your
phone, and match the date with the actual date the
doe kids are anticipated in 145 to 150 days.
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As it gets colder it’s time to top up your animals with concentrates and minerals. Your medicine
cupboard should never be larger than your feed bin. It is false economy not to keep all your
stock in decent body condition as we go through winter. Animals in good condition rarely
become ill. 
 
A few breeders are kidding now after summer breeding. It puts the kids at risk from cold and
changing weather, so prepare. Heat boxes or lamps are useful if goats are kept in Southern
Australia, where warmer draft free housing should be made available to newborns. 
 
As breeders move to higher percentages, kids start to look similar. Little ears are difficult to tag.
Take photos of kids with mums and use leg bands in the interim. Put systems in place to keep
your records accurate. 
 
Through internet meetings, the NPGAA committee have been working hard to develop the
Association and coordinate activities in the coming year. We are looking forward to our first
virtual show coming up in the next couple of months. The judges will be based in the USA,
and the team putting the program together will be headed by Christine Falconer and
Samantha Dulfer.  Both Christine and Samantha have plenty of experience in preparing shows. 
We cannot wait to see this inclusive fun show become a reality! 

FROM THE PRESIDENT . . .



This newsletter has been produced by the National Pygmy Goat Association of Australia. Articles and images cannot be reproduced without
permission. We welcome submissions. Please contact the NPGAA Newsletter Editor via  email narion@bigpond.com.
 
Deadline for copy for next newsletter is 21 August 2020.
 
The NPGAA is affiliated with the NPGA.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Front cover: Hattie at Narion Farm | Photo above: NPGAA President Paul Hamilton

The year looks to still be influenced by social distancing and set number of people at social
venues. It looks unlikely that traditional shows will be able to be held as we are used to until at
least December. We will be assessing State and Federal announcements as they come to hand
and will attempt to participate in regional and Agricultural show as soon as possible.  
 
Continue to enjoy your Pygmys and keep in touch through the NPGAA Facebook page. 
 
All the best for the coming months.

Contact NPGAA:
Email
NPGAAadmin@npgaa.com.au
Website
www.npgaa.com.au

Pa u l  H am i l t o n
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PRESIDENT, NPGAA



We welcome members to contact us for advice and assistance. We are here to help and are both
very experienced in our role as Registrars.  We will strive to ensure registry records are completed
and updated in the NPGAA data base within fourteen days.
 
The NPGAA database is the new version of Premium Breed.  We are the only Association in
Australia to be using this version. 
 
With memberships increasing, we are now asking members to forward their stud registry records
of their animals to be processed and updated in the NPGAA Premium Breed data base. Registry
forms are on our website www.npgaa.com.au 
 
If you have any questions or need help please do contact us and we look forward to hearing from
you

NPGAA COMMITTEE
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SUPPORT FOR MEMBERS

Secretary/Registrar
Chris Falconer

christinefalconer@bigpond.com

Newsletter Editors
Trevor & Lynne Nardi

narion@bigpond.com

Treasurer/Registrar
Membership Officer

Karen Bowron
springfieldfarm@westnet.com.au

President
Paul Hamilton

paulandcas@gmail.com

FROM THE COMMITTEE
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Just a reminder that membership fees are due and payable by 30 June, 2020.  Membership remains at $60.00. 
Please pay by direct deposit using your surname as a reference.  
 
Bank account details are:  
BSB 633-000 
Account 168296200 
 
The AGM will be on Sunday, 9 August, 2020 at 11.00 am EST.  Participation will be via Zoom or similar.  You
must be a financial member of the NPGAA to participate and accept nomination for a committee position.  
 
All financial members will be advised by email, including nomination forms prior to the AGM.



The NPGAA recently received a mention in the NPGA newsletter, Memo
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And finally, a shout out to our new affiliated club in Australia.  Some folks
“down under” have imported semen from our bucks for some lovely
percentage animals.  It appears Oz has fallen in love with our charming
pygmies – and why wouldn’t they?  Til next time – keep it friendly, keep it
fun!  
 
Part of the Region 3 Report by Denise Fraser. Reprinted from autumn edition
of Memo “Regional Reflections”.  Memo is the newsletter of the NPGA in the
US.



Way back in 1980 after completing an Ag degree, I
commenced work with Elders Breeding Service in
Northern Victoria. The business had nothing to do with
goats, but very importantly it was based around an
established no nonsense objective cattle industry.
Processes such as semen freezing and insemination were
common. Coordinated records were being crunched by
geneticists, synchronisation drugs and embryo transfer
techniques were being evolved. 
 
As a young fit graduate, my job was to dive under bulls
while they thought they were about to service a cow. I
must have been reasonably proficient, as I survived 1000s
of collections all over Victoria and southern NSW.
Inevitably the discussion with ‘Cockies’ diverted to asking if
I could do the same for the prize ram, dog, goat you name
it. Always being up for the challenge and having a desire
to try new things I started to tweak equipment and semen
extender. My boss said to me one day that I was the worst
technician he had ever trained, as I would never follow the
protocol as documented. 

Paul Hamilton
Trinity Pygmy Goats

Berwick, Victoria
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The beginning of the artificial breeding industry of goats in Australia.
The buck was owned by Mr Paul Bayard. Exciting times.



Part of our EBS team was a lovely vet who also had Cashmere does. Dr Debbie Grice was the
first in our organisation to perform embryo transfer on Angora goats and Wiltshire sheep. At
the same time I was becoming proficient in Laparoscopic and Vaginal Artificial insemination of
sheep and goats. 
 
All good things come to an end, and wool, mohair and cashmere fell in price at the same time
NZ withdrew its subsidy. An Export division of Elders was left with a shipment of Angoras that
was meant to go to NZ. As the price dropped, I was able to buy myself 25 Angora Does, one of
which was a pet named Cabbage. 
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Within two years Elders had created a new division based on the value of sheep
and goats in the mid 80’s and what I had pulled together with regards to
applying altered cattle breeding techniques to the sheep and goat industry. It
was not long before I had the role of managing and performing and teaching
breeding techniques in eastern Australia. They were exciting times, the wool
industry was at an all time peak, NZ had given a financial incentive to diversify its
agriculture. Reproductive hormones were being developed, specialised breeding
techniques and equipment were becoming available. 

Debbie and Ian Holmes. Leading vets in AB back at the beginning of the artificial breeding industry. Debbie had her
own Cashmere herd. That day I learnt how to horn, brand does, vaccinate and trim feet. Payment, a cup of hot
soup.



Member
Profile
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One morning before work I had my now wife, hold Cabbage calm while I
attempted to perform my very first  transcervical  insemination. The buck was
Star Express.
 
Five months later Cabbage gave birth to a buck kid we
called Brussel Express. The next phase of my working career led me to take my
skill set to two quarantine stations, Torrens Island in South Australia
and Glendook Vic. This was a terribly repetitive period.  Our brief was to multiply
up the imported Texan import of Rambouillet Sheep and Texan Angoras. For 3
years non-stop we used artificial breeding techniques to make many 1000s of
animals. As a team we may not have had much of a social life, but boy did we
perfect our trade.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While the Texan import quarantine period was nearing its end, Terraweena had
gone out on a limb and set up a program to bring in Boer goat genetics form
South Africa. While there was a resident reproductive team working at
the  facility in South Australia, I got to sneak in a couple of times to perform
insemination and collect from a couple of difficult bucks.

Paul Hamilton
Berwick, Victoria
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Boer goat kids via NZ. The recips were Australian angoras. The antiquated health protocol forced us to
euthanise the mothers to test for scrape. These kids were the very first Boer goats to be released out of
quarantine in Australia.



Member
Profile

Leaving my wife and young children at home while working away over weeks
ultimately had to stop. In its place I set up my own company known
as Semtech Animal Breeding Service. From our little production centre we did
things like send semen from dairy goats to South Africa, and coloured Angora
semen to the USA. The principle of  Terraweena might get a shock to find out
that after all their work to quarantine SA Boers that they were not the first ones
to release the breed into the Australian Market. The first release was  three
months earlier off my property in Emerald Vic.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
So that’s how I got started, what happened through the 90s and into the
naughties was just as exciting. Working in artificial breeding of goats through
Australia, China and the USA has been a hoot. I have loved every moment of
working with goat breeders and the goats. The goats have always been special
to their owners. They have been the best fleeced, best muscled, tops in milk
production and lately just damn cute.  
 
What the next 20 years has in mind for me I will wait and see. I do have big plans
to see the Pygmy take its rightful place  as  the adored pet and
performance animal. I have other projects on the go and in planning, I just hope
life gives me time to get them all done to my satisfaction.
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Paul Hamilton
Berwick, Victoria
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Some of the ET produced kids being raised by myself with the aid of a milking machine.



How to measure your
goats

Height at withers is measured on a firm flat surface with a right angle device set
perpendicular to floor and level across withers. Goat to be standing in a normal
pose.  Head held in typical position, neither pulled up, down or out, any of which may
significantly alter height measurement. Front legs set evenly under the goat’s
shoulders, not forward or backward of the shoulder line. Rear legs positioned
properly, neither drawn too far back nor forward. The cannon bone is measured
with callipers set at the outer edge of the knee and pastern joints, with both joints
sharply bent.
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(Kindly reprinted with permission of the NPGA)
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To breed or not to breed?

Heredity - it gave me my mother's eyes and my father's chest. Maybe that's funny to you, but it's a
good way to illustrate the inheritance of traits we see every day in people, plants and animals.
 
How can we get the kind of animals we want? Genetics. Progress can be fast or slow, depending on
your degree of determination, and there are no absolute guarantees. All we can do on the road to
improvement is to increase the chances of getting what we want by knowing where we've been,
where we are, and where we want to go. And be prepared for a few surprises along the way.
 
Genetic terminology is descriptive, so you will learn some new words and what they mean. Some
portions of this article are over-simplified for beginners, but they are based on sound principle and a
place to start learning.
 
It takes more than breeding. Genetics is only one part of a 3-pronged improvement program. Equal
amounts of correct feeding and management are required to see genetic improvement. These
environmental factors, over which you have complete control, combine to allow animals to develop
to their maximum genetic potential.
 
Disregard for aspect of the breeding/feeding/genetics trio affects the others. For example, poor diet,
parasites, neglected feet, crowding and many other problems can ruin the physical development of a
genetically superior animal. If a genetically good goat suffers neglect, especially during its growth
period, it may look less than desirable, but it will still have the genetics and be able to produce good
qualities in its offspring.
 
Genetics is the science that deals with inheritance and its variations. You change the frequency of
certain genes in your herd when you select (keep) offspring. For example, if you keep kids with
narrow chests, you will fix (make permanent) that trait in your herd. To get wider chests, use a
buck who has a wide chest, and whose immediate ancestors have wide chests. It's rare to get a
better trait in the offspring than either parent has. It is also very important to use a buck that has
the correct trait you are trying to improve rather than an exaggerated one.
 
Another way to manipulate the frequency of genes is through culling.
 
Selling, neutering, butchering and euthanizing are all ways of eliminating what you don't want from
your gene pool. Culling methods should relate directly to the severity of the deficit. For instance, kids
of inferior quality can be sold, and those with congenital defects (present at birth) can be euthanized
so they don't live to pass the trait. It seems harsh, but we can't afford to lose sight of what is best for
the pygmy breed in the long run.
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By Maxine Kinne
(Kindly reproduced here with the permission of the author)

G E N E T I C S  1 0 1 :  T o  B B  o r  N o t  T o  b b
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It's been said time and again, "The buck is half your herd." Each kid has half of his genes. When neatly
planned breedings are foiled by an escaped buck who breeds the whole herd, you will get half his
genes in every kid, whether you like it or not. The buck's contribution adds or subtracts quality in the
kids. His impact on your herd is enormous because all his kids have half of his genes.
 
"Almost any buck can improve a poor herd, but it takes a superior buck to improve a good herd," is
also an old adage, and true. Once we get the traits we think we want, breeding choices get more
difficult as we try to refine smaller and smaller differences, keeping good traits and avoiding bad
ones.
 
Phenotype (appearance) is determined by genotype (genetic makeup), provided that nutrition and
management are both up to snuff. You keep the best looking goats. If they perform well, you breed
and keep more like them. If they perform badly, it makes sense to change your breeding program.
Such changes are usually made by adding a new buck who embodies the type you want.
 
Genotype can be sort of guessed at by looking at an animal's ancestors. Mammals are 50% of each
parent, 25% of each grandparent, 12.5% of each great-grandparent, and so on. If all the parents and
grandparents uniformly have a certain trait, the individual stands a good chance of having it, too.
Where ancestry is largely unknown, selective breeding needs to be practised long enough for
traits to become evident and well-established in a herd. There will always be huge gaps in what we
know about genotype because most traits are controlled by many genes, and each fertilization is a
random event.
 
Genes are sequential chemical units within the DNA which forms the chromosomes. Each goat
sperm and egg contains 30 randomly divided chromosomes. At fertilization, the chromosome halves
join in zipper like fashion to become 60 chromosomes, giving the offspring half the genes from each
parent. Genes for the same traits are at the same location on the chromosomes, so they match.
 
Most traits are the product of many genes and have a continuous range of values from one extreme
to the other, for example, short-to-tall and narrow-to-wide. Few traits are controlled by single genes,
but single gene inheritance (Mendelian theory) is the easiest to understand, so that's what I'll use for
purposes of illustration.
 
Genes are either dominant or recessive. Dominant genes are expressed in phenotype, what the
animal looks like. Recessive genes are masked by dominant ones, unless they are homozygous.
 
Genes occur in pairs on the chromosomes. When a pair matches, like two dominants or two
recessives, it is homozygous (homo = same), or genetically pure. A gene pair having one dominant
and one recessive is heterozygous (hetero = different), or genetically impure. In breeding, we try to
get two dominants or two recessive together to eliminate the variation caused by heterozygosity.
Repeatability in inheritance is much greater with dominant genes than recessives, especially when
they are homozygous.

Genetics 101: To BB or Not To bb cont.

Continued over page...
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Prepotence is the ability of a parent to transmit good qualities to its offspring with a high degree of
repetition. Homozygosity, or having many matching gene pairs, is a big factor in being able to pass
traits consistently. Ideally, you want use a buck for each doe that shares her good traits, plus adding
good traits to overcome the doe's weaknesses. The more traits you breed for, the less progress you
can make in any single area, so it's a good idea to concentrate on the most important traits first.
 
Dominant traits are written as capital letters, and recessive traits are written as small letters. For
easier explanation in this article, I will use only one gene for barrel with a capital B for round barrel
and small b for flat barrel. Remember that few traits are this simple, and barrel width and depth is
the result of many genes.
 
In our first example, the buck has 2 dominant genes for round barrel, BB, meaning that he has a
round barrel and can pass it. The doe has 2 recessive genes for flat barrel, bb, so she is flat-sided
and does not carry genes for a round barrel. Both of these conditions are homozygous (same), but
one goat is genetically dominant and one is genetically recessive. There is only one possible genetic
combination in all offspring, as you can see from Figure 1. The BB buck is represented horizontally
on the top line, and the bb doe is represented vertically on the left side.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As you can see, one gene is contributed to each kid by the buck and by the doe. The buck gives his
dominant B to each kid, and the doe contributes her recessive b. Even though each parent is
homozygous for its own trait, all four kids are heterozygous because they carry both a dominant and
a recessive gene. They will all have a full barrel because that is the dominant gene in this example.
 
Using the round and flat barrels as simple examples again, Figure 2 shows the results of
heterozygous matings. The parents are both heterozygotes and have unmatching gene pairs. One
kid is homozygous dominant BB, two are Bb heterozygotes, and one is homozygous recessive bb (flat
barrel).
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Genetics 101: To BB or Not To bb cont.
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After enough kids, you will be able to see which traits are more dominant in your herd.
 
Mating Systems  Outcrossing, or mating unrelated animals, results in a high degree of variation
because gene frequencies for dominant and recessive traits vary in different lines of goats. There are
many pros and cons for outcrossing that I will talk about in a future article.
 
Line breeding, or mating somewhat related animals, makes up to 12.5% of the genes homozygous
beyond those that are normally the same, depending on the relationship of the animals, because
fewer "outside" (heterozygous) genes are introduced. This is usually done when there are
outstanding ancestors in the pedigree - the more good ancestors there are, the better your chances
for fixing good genes in your herd. Line breeding nondescript parents is pointless - you are certain to
get kids just like them and fix their traits more firmly in your herd.
 
Inbreeding is mating directly related animals: mother/son, father/daughter, and full brother/full
sister. This makes an additional 25% of the genes homozygous.
 
Breeding closely related goats (inbreeding) can have negative effects. It may reduce size, early
life vigour and fertility, as it forces undesirable recessives that have a greater chance of remaining
recessive in outcrosses. If neither parent has a certain detrimental trait and at least one of their kids
has it, both parents are carriers (heterozygotes). Even if you eliminate the defective offspring, either
parent can continue to pass it. There are a number of single-gene diseases that can be forced out,
some showing up later in life, so be prepared to deal with them, especially in inbreeding.
Successful line breeding is based on the merit of the foundation stock, the rate of inbreeding, culling,
and selection for fitness traits and structural soundness.
 
The trick to reproducing desirable qualities with great regularity is to pair dominant genes by the
method of breeding you choose - outcrossing or line breeding.
 
There are no shortcuts in animal breeding - you have to be devoted to it for the long haul. Doe kids
born today won't reproduce for a couple of years - their daughters will be two years later, and theirs,
and theirs. Bucks are used at much younger ages and are easier to prove.
 
Use bucks that produce the most consistently good results. Do you like each generation better than
the last? Are your kids consistently improved over their parents? Do they have the qualities you are
breeding for? Each year, you should be able to say that your kids are better than last years'.
 
When you stop seeing progress, you're not just standing still - you're falling behind.

Genetics 101: To BB or Not To bb cont.
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To breed or not to breed?

Colour variation is part of the fascination of raising Pygmy goats. These colours all result from gene
interactions, and a look at the genes present in the breed can reveal the colours and patterns that
are possible in Pygmy goats.
 
A few concepts of colour are important to grasp before any discussion of colour genetics can be
meaningful.  Some of these concern the mechanisms by which colour is produced.  Colour is due to
melanin deposits in the hair. Each goat has a genetic directive for the placement of certain colours of
melanin in the hair. White areas on goats, or entirely white goats, result from this directive being
superseded by genetic directives that prevent melanin from being placed in the hair. This occurs
through a wide range of mechanisms; the details are less important than the general fact. The
importance of this is that white areas need to be viewed as covering up coloured areas, much like
white paint. The tendency of most people is to see colour as added to a white background, when in
reality the opposite is the case.
 
Melanin is deposited in the pigment granules responsible for colour; these come in two basic types
- eumelanin and pheomelanin. Eumelanin is usually black, but sometimes brown, and it is the
pigment responsible for black and brown areas on goats, or rarely for dusky blue colour. Usually
the colour choices with this pigment are either/or; the goat can either form black or brown, but not
both.
 
Pheomelanin pigment is responsible for red, tan, or yellow pigment. That sounds easy enough, but
if pheomelanin is very dark it can be close in shade to the
brown eumelanin pigment. Pheomelanin usually has a redder cast to it, though, and the difference
between the two types is generally fairly obvious. "Red" pigment can also be pale enough to be
cream or nearly white, and this can cause confusion in some instances.
 
Dominant and Recessive Genes
Finally, we get to some real genetics. Genetics can be confusing and is not always intuitive. It is
important to remember that genes occur in pairs. Each parent transmits only one of its pair to its
offspring. This sounds easy, but it is critical to remember that each goat only has two genes at each
locus, or "address." So, while a goat has four grandparents, it can only have two genes at
a colour locus from these four, which means that someone got left out. We know that the sire and
dam each must contribute one, but grandparents get much iffier.
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By D. Phillip Sponenberg, D.V.M., Ph.D
Reproduced by kind permission Maxine Kinne

COLOUR GENETICS, COLOUR 
PATTERNS AND THE 

PYGMY GOAT
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An example may help. If a buck has a caramel father and an agouti mother, he may well be agouti,
not caramel. If a doe has a caramel father and a black mother, she may be black. If we cross the
black doe to the agouti buck, it is impossible to get a caramel kid, even though two grandparents are
caramel. What happened in this case is that the caramel gene simply did not make it through to the
parental generation, so it is not present to be donated to the grandkids.
 
Genes are also said to be dominant or recessive. This only describes their interactions with one
another in pairs and says nothing about their prevalence in a population. A dominant gene can be
rare, and a recessive gene can be common. The trick here is that a dominant, when paired with a
recessive, masks the recessive. So, an animal with a dominant trait can have two doses of the
dominant gene, or one dose of the dominant and one dose of the recessive, and the differences
cannot be told by only looking. A goat with a recessive trait, in contrast, must have two doses of the
recessive gene. The real importance of this is that recessive traits can pop up out of nowhere,
since they can be masked by dominant genes. A dominant trait cannot pop up out of nowhere, since
it cannot be masked. A good example of this is in Angus cattle. Every now and again, red calves occur
in black herds, as red is recessive to black. The opposite situation - black calves in red herds - never
occurs, for the red recessive cannot hide black.
 
Basic Colours
Three basic colours occur in Pygmy goats, and two patterns can be superimposed over them. The
basic colours are black, dark brown/mahogany, and medium brown. As solid colours, these are fairly
rare in the breed, but they are the underlying base for the common caramel and agouti patterns. In
the Pygmy, black is dominant to the recessive medium brown, so medium brown can pop out as a
surprise. Dark brown is dominant to black, and this seems to be the more common type of brown in
the Pygmy. This means that it usually takes a dark brown (or dark brown + pattern) goat to produce a
dark brown (or dark brown + pattern) kid. The recessive medium brown is an exception to this rule,
and will occasionally pop out as a surprise from black to black matings.
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Colour Genetics, Colour Patterns and the Pygmy Goat cont.
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Solid black coat, frosted
points

Black with caramel pattern Dominant brown with
caramel pattern

Dominant brown, no
pattern

Image by Kurt Smith, Russell Creek
Research Ranch
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There are practical implications of these genetic mechanisms for goat breeders. Black is the
usual colour, and most goats have two doses of black. As a result, most black-to-
black matings produce black offspring. Dark brown is dominant to black, so it is impossible to tell if a
dark brown goat has one dose or two doses of the dark brown gene.
 
If it has two doses, it can only produce dark brown kids, regardless of the mate. If it has one dose of
dark brown and one dose of black, it will produce about 50% black kids and 50% dark brown kids
following matings to black goats. If two brown goats each have one black and one dark brown gene,
then the resulting kid crops should be about 75% dark brown and 25% black. This works because
each gene is contributed at random to the kids.
 
Medium brown is more rare than dark brown, and it is recessive to black. Medium brown goats,
therefore, must have two medium brown genes. If medium brown goats are mated to black goats,
the results depend on the black parent. If the black has two black genes, all the kids will have one
black and one medium brown gene, and they will be black. If medium brown goats are mated to
black goats with a medium brown parent, it is certain that they have one dose of the medium brown
gene and can contribute that to half of their kids. As a result, they can be mated to medium brown
goats to produce 50% medium brown and 50% black kids. The fun begins from an understanding
that the recessive colours can lurk undetected for generations. So, if a black goat has an unseen
medium brown gene and is only mated to black goats without a medium brown gene, the result will
always be black kids. If one mate carries the medium brown, though, a medium brown kid can occur
as a surprise.
 
So far, the basic lesson is that you have to breed to a dark brown to get one. Medium brown can
occur as a surprise, but the only consistent way to produce them is to mate medium brown to
medium brown, or medium brown to a black goat with a medium brown parent.
 
Agouti Pattern
Basic colours are usually "dressed up" in the Pygmy, and so are fairly rare in their basic form.  One
pattern that can be superimposed over the basic colour is the agouti pattern. This is the
familiar  mixture of white hairs into the base coat colour. Since this is superimposed over the
basic colour, the  result is six choices for colour: black, dark brown, medium brown, black agouti, dark
brown agouti,  and medium brown agouti. The agouti pattern varies in intensity, so that shades
within the pattern are variable with some lighter and others darker. The agouti pattern is dominant
to its absence, so  agoutis are expected to sometimes produce solids, but two solids mated together
should never  produce an agouti. In the few instances in which this happens a further investigation
usually reveals  that one parent is a very dark agouti.
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The basic pattern with the agouti is that some agoutis have two doses of the agouti gene. These
mated to solid coloured goats (usually black, but maybe dark or medium brown) result in all agoutis
(on a black background, dark brown background, or medium brown background as determined by
the previous examples). If an agouti has one agouti gene and one solid gene (as the kids from the
previous matings would have to have, since they have a solid parent), the result of matings to
solid coloured goats would be 50% agoutis and 50% solids. Solid-to-solid matings cannot produce
agoutis, since the gene is dominant and expresses itself even if present as a single copy of the gene.
 
Caramel Pattern 
Caramel is the second major pattern. In genetic parlance this is called badgerface after a similar
sheep colour pattern, but the name caramel is used in pygmies, so let's stick with it. The caramel
pattern consists of a tan or cream body with dark belly, dark legs, dark marks on the face and a dark
stripe down the back. The caramel pattern can be superimposed over the basic colours, and the
result is caramels with black marks, dark brown marks, or medium brown marks. Since the main
feature of caramels is body colour, they are frequently referred to by body colour rather than
the colour of the belly, legs, face markings, and back stripe. These dark areas reveal the
underlying colour of the goat, though, and their colour is therefore important. Caramel is dominant
to the solid colours and is really superimposed over them. As a result, two caramels mated together
can sometimes produce agoutis and solids. Two solids mated together cannot produce
caramels.  Neither can two agoutis mated together, or an agouti and a solid mated together. So, the
basic rule is that you need to mate to a caramel to produce one. This is the key concept of a
dominant gene.
 
Table 1 should help in understanding that dominant genes cover up recessive genes. If this theory is
true, then individual caramel goats mated to solid goats should produce kid crops of three different
sorts:
 
*  All caramel  
*  50% caramel and 50% agouti, no solid  
*  50% caramel and 50% solid, no agouti
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Caramel goats can have one or two doses of the caramel gene. As a result, they can produce various
offspring. One theory is that each goat can only have two choices of caramel, agouti, or solid. This
means that the colours in Table 1 could have these genetic makeups:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The key point is that no one goat should provide all three choices to a kid crop. The question is has
anyone had a caramel goat that when mated to solid mates produced all three patterns? I have not
come across one, but such a goat would be important in proving or disproving the above theory.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The depth of the caramel colour is variable, from nearly white to nearly brown, with tans and reds in
between. The shade of colour is controlled in a more complicated fashion than the basic pattern, and
there are many questions about this. Most of these differences seem to be due to multiple genes, and
the best recommendation is simply to mate the preferred shade back to itself (red x red, tan x tan).
Then keep your fingers crossed. I have had lousy luck in my own herd in predicting shade. I have a
passion for rich gold and always seem to get white, cream, or dark red, even out of a magnificent gold
buck.
 
Spotting
Some Pygmy goats are white spotted. These patterns have never been adequately studied. The belting
pattern, which is variable in expression, is dominant. Its expression is so variable that it is a difficult
pattern to predict with any certainty. I suspect that there are other spotting patterns besides belting
and that these are independent genetically, but none of these has been documented as to genetic
mode of inheritance.
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Frosting
The typical frosting on the Pygmy ears and muzzles is due to a dominant gene. This is so common in
the breed that I have never seen a Pygmy without frosting. The amount varies, but at least some is
usually there.
 
All the possibilities
With all of these components it is possible to make a variety of colour.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It can be seen from the table that there are basically nine colours within the Pygmy goat breed. All of
these can occur because the genetic machinery exists within the breed to form these colours, with
or without added white spotting. Except for the solid dark brown and solid medium brown, all are
accepted within the NPGA Breed Standard. Even though solid browns are not, they are very much
possible because the genetic machinery is there.
 
These nine combinations are complicated by the addition of white spotting in some goats, which
results in eighteen basic types, one spotted and one non-spotted. The important basic concept is
that each goat is the combination of different factors. These are under separate control, so the
choices can be viewed as a cafeteria with various choices for courses. The choices are:
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A few other patterns probably pop up occasionally in the Pygmy. This is expected because caramels
can mask a number of other patterns. These are probably culled because they are not recognized in
the standard. They are just as much a part of the breed as similar recessive colours are in other
breeds of livestock. I have seen one "reverse caramel" Pygmy, with a black body and light belly and
legs. The pattern would be easily masked and pop out unexpectedly on occasion. This pattern and
others reflect the Pygmy's African origin, where colour is unimportant and survival and production
are.
 
It is interesting to see how the colour factors that are present in the Pygmy breed can interact to give
various final colours.  Colours add even more interest to an already interesting breed, and all of them
should be appreciated by devoted followers of the breed.
 
Dr. Sponenberg is a Professor of genetics and pathobiology at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University and has worked to conserve rare American breeds for thirty years. Internationally known for his
work in colour genetics, he has authored numerous books and publications. His experience includes that of
both an academic and an animal breeder, allowing him to utilize practical as well as theoretical aspects of
breed conservation.
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An absolutely wonderful book that explains how the original
members created our breed standard.  It was created to describe
the appearance and structure of the African goats originally
imported in 1975.  The authors explain in clear language the
importance of correct structure and its function.  They also discuss
the points assigned to different body parts and why they are
important.  This is a great book to have on hand when evaluating
your own herd or learning to judge.    

We all love our pygmy goats and would agree they are probably the cutest goats in the world.  So it’s
usually not long after getting our first goat that we begin collecting goat paraphernalia.  It may start
with a couple of magnets or a sticker for our car, perhaps a calendar.  Then come the books!  I have
an entire bookcase devoted to goats – everything from children’s to fiction; healthcare, and so on.   
 
I do, however, have two favourite books devoted entirely to the pygmy goat breed that I recommend
for everyone.  The authors of these books were members of the National Pygmy Goat Association
from its very beginning and are amongst those who developed the original breed standard.  
 
Both of these books are available through the NPGA website.  They are paperback and they are not
terribly expensive.   I have also found them used at shows or on discount websites.  Happy reading!
 
1. THE ILLUSTRATED STANDARD OF THE PYGMY GOAT 
By Lorrie Boldrick, D.V.M*; Lydia Hale, and Ann Werts, All Publishing Company; Orange, California  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. PYGMY GOATS MANAGEMENT AND VETERINARY CARE  
By Lorrie Boldrick, D.V.M* and Lydia Hale, All Publishing Company; Orange, California
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*also known as Lorrie Blackburn D.V.M.

What's on your bookshelf?
By Denise Fraser (NPGAA Board Member)
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This is another book I have and refer to often.  There are
many goat veterinary books available, but this is only one
that deals - obviously – with pygmy goats.  It covers
everything from housing to feed.  Reproduction and kidding
is also explained well.  It has advice on caring for our aged
animals.  There is a section on trimming hooves and
disbudding. The veterinary section is the most important
section because it deals with the diminutive size of our
animals.  Most goat veterinary books address full-size goats,
and then we are left to calculate the dosages for an animal
one-third the size.  This book explains how to treat common
issues at home such as worming and bloat.   I highly suggest
adding these books to your library.  



Foundation up to 49.9%
for both bucks and does
50-69.9% for both bucks
and does
70-89.9% for both bucks
and does
90-100% (full blood) for
both bucks and does

Animals must be registered
with the NPGAA and
entrants must be financial
members of the NPGAA.  
 
Entry forms will be on the
web site from 28 June and
entries close on 23 August,
2020. 
 
Classes are as follows:
 

 
Age groups for the above
are as follows:
Under 6 months
Under 1 year
Under 2 years
Mature
 

The NPGAA is pleased to announce that we’ll be
holding our first virtual show with NPGA judges Denise
Fraser and Donna Elkins.  This will be your opportunity
to have your goats judged by two of America’s well
known judges.

N P G A A  V I R T U A L  S H O W
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Start taking your photos now.  
Photos need to be clear and taken front on,

left side, right side, rear and from above.



WORK THAT FRO

NPGAA shirts are now available for purchase in a range of men's

and ladies' sizes. For sizing specifications, please see

http://www.uniformsandworkwear.com.au/

 

The shirts are made from a cool, moisture wicking fabric and are

quick drying. 

 

Cost: $35.00 per shirt plus $10.00 postage (up to two shirts can be

posted per satchel)

 

To place your order, please contact Karen at

springfieldfarm@westnet.com.au

Karen Bowron with Chris Falconer and Karen's nieces at the Gidgegannup Show

N P G A A  M E R C H A N D I S E
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